Introduction
New software platforms use modern information technology, including full-featured web sites and mobile apps, to allow service providers and consumers to transact with each other without costly intermediaries. Platform operators typically provide information about service providers (e.g., drivers) and services offered (e.g., short-term rentals), as well as online payment facilities, reputation mechanisms to assure quality, and assistance with dispute resolution. The resulting systems offer differentiated products previously not readily available (such as short-term rentals more spacious than hotels), as well as lower prices.
Despite significant interest from consumers, these platforms tend to be in tension with existing regulatory frameworks. On one view, some regulations are outdated or protectionist, benefiting incumbents more than consumers. Others counter that software platforms breach important laws and impose a variety of costs on the public at large. Looking at the radical positions taken in discussions about, for instance, Airbnb and Uber, we sense that many people fail to see the whole picture. Even the toughest critics of these platforms tend to recognize that software platforms provide massive efficiencies, including facilitating more intense use of assets as well as improved convenience, information, better pricing, and more. Moreover, there is no proper basis for prohibiting entry into the markets at issue. Certain activities nonetheless raise genuine concerns, particularly if they breach laws and regulations that address externalities and other important policy objectives.
In our view, enlightened policy towards software platforms, such as Airbnb and Uber, requires a regulatory framework that simultaneously allows the key efficiencies the platforms seek to offer and assures that they adequately address the rights of consumers and third parties. Policymakers should embrace the efficiencies these platforms provide, including removing unnecessary requirements and protectionist rules that primarily benefit incumbents. Yet, platforms must be prepared to comply with regulatory requirements that genuinely protect customers, as well as requirements to avoid harm to noncustomers. 1 A note of caution on the terminology: we observe that many platform operators advertise their services as "sharing." For example, short-term property rental service Airbnb says its service lets hosts "share …. homes with guests" 2 while transportation service Lyft says it offers "ridesharing." 3 The term "sharing" partially captures some aspects of these companies' activities, e.g., employing a single resource for multiple purposes, such as using a vehicle both for an owner's personal needs and to transport paying passengers, but it can also be misleading as online platforms mediate an "economic exchange" not entirely unlike longstanding commercial relationships. 4 Moreover, the key efficiencies generally do not come from "sharing" but from the market structure that platforms facilitate, including casual service providers who avoid the fixed cost and, often, regulation associated with traditional service. Given the limited importance of "sharing" as well as the associated disputes and subjectivity associated with the use of this term, we largely avoid it. In the discussion below, we favor the term "software platform" to reference the services that connect consumers to service providers-though even this term is imperfect, as a literal interpretation would encompass myriad other platforms not raising the policy challenges we explore.
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There is a burgeoning literature addressing the ways in which online platforms should be regulated, but our paper is the first systematic attempt to identify both the efficiencies generated by such platforms, as well as the instances in which market failures may require regulatory intervention. The existing literature includes, Daniel E. Rauch & David Schleicher, Like Uber, But for Local Governmental Policy: The Future of Local Regulationwould be less convenient if mediated by a broker relaying messages back and forth. Similarly, a transportation platform can show a driver's face, vehicle, and license plate to a passenger, and the passenger's photo to a driver, helping both parties to recognize each other. Where a taxi passenger concerned by a delayed vehicle might have called a phone dispatcher to inquire and receive potentially inaccurate information about vehicle location, transportation platforms provide continuous GPS-based updates, reducing the uncertainty and anxiety associated with waiting for a taxi.
These efficiencies apply to myriad other software platforms. Uber's success spawned interest in an "Uber for X" in other sectors, such as Handy for home cleaning, 6 Instacart for grocery shopping and delivery, 7 Medicast for in-home doctor visits, 8 Shyp for packing and shipping services, 9 and YourMechanic for car repair. 10 Each of these services places the entire transaction (including search, pricing, payment, and evaluation) onto the platform, reducing transaction costs in both finding a service provider and in completing a purchase.
Improved allocation of resources
Software platforms also improve allocative efficiency. 11 Historically, a property owner would be unlikely to rent a residence while away for a weekend; only an absence of weeks (or more likely, months) would justify a listing with a broker in light of the effort required for both property owner and broker, and the cost associated with the transaction. Yet in desirable and high-priced regions, the foregone income could be hundreds of dollars per day. Similarly, platforms such as Turo 12 promise similar value for a vehicle not otherwise in use, and JustPark 13 and Parking 6 See HANDY, https://www.handy.com (last visited Nov. 17, 2015) (allowing users to book home cleaners and handymen "at a moment's notice"). 7 See INSTACART, https://www.instacart.com (last visited Nov.17, 2015) (delivering groceries to customer homes within an hour). 8 See MEDICAST, http://www.medicast.com (last visited Nov. 17, 2015) (online platform for on-demand care delivery). 9 See SHYP, https://www.shyp.com (last visited Nov. 17, 2015) (on-demand courier pickup and professional packaging).
Panda 14 for an excess parking spot. Software platforms thus tend to promote the efficient use of resources by assuring that expensive assets remain active.
A separate source of allocative efficiency comes from putting the same vehicle to multiple uses. A driver can use a vehicle for personal obligations at some times of day, then for business at other times, without the potential embarrassment of conducting personal activities in a taxi.
Relatedly, drivers avoid a commute, by personal vehicle or public transit, to pick up a dedicated vehicle from a depot. Instead, a driver can begin service from home or any other location. This reduces commuting time and costs for the driver, increases service availability to customers, and helps lessen congestion.
The replacement of advance bookings with real-time adjustments also offers potential efficiencies. Previously, a driver had to decline a booking too close to a future commitment, but on-demand platforms allow for continuous adjustments. Similarly, where a driver previously had to drive without a passenger to a predetermined origin for a prescheduled next journey, transportation platforms now accommodate drivers in any location. These improvements can permit greater utilization of vehicles, including less time driving without a passenger (saving time and fuel) and less time waiting, both of which can reduce prices to consumers while maintaining payment to drivers.
With superior IT, software platforms are also positioned to offer services that would otherwise be unworkable. A notch beyond the standard Uber service for which that company is known, UberPool uses the company's dispatch platform to identify two or more passengers headed in the same direction who might efficiently share a ride. 15 In a subsequent improvement, Uber's "perpetual ride" assigns drivers to pick up and drop off a series of riders without a particular notion of a "start" or "end" of the journey as a whole, and with the driver's route adjusted as requests arrive. 16 In contrast, it is difficult to imagine radio dispatchers collecting and organizing sufficient data about customer requirements and vehicle locations to offer a similar service.
Software platforms may also help increase investment. A person anticipating providing a property on Airbnb may find it attractive to add space or amenities that would be unwarranted solely for personal use. For example, without Airbnb, a frequent traveler might choose to reside in a basic apartment in order to avoid paying for premium amenities he cannot enjoy when out of town. In contrast, with Airbnb, the traveler would anticipate capturing the value of those amenities through higher-prices when listing the property on Airbnb-allowing him to justify the premium property. In principle, transportation platforms could similarly motivate car purchases or upgrades. It is difficult to confirm the size of these effects, 17 and there could be offsetting disinvestment (such as hotels not built or taxi fleets not purchased or updated), but on the whole our sense is that software platforms generally increase investment.
Information efficiencies, reputations, and accountability
Information efficiencies include making better allocation decisions, as well as uncovering and discouraging unwanted behavior.
In transportation, a first type of information efficiency comes from dispatching the optimal vehicle. Historically, radio dispatchers asked drivers, one by one, to report their availability and location. A software platform can collect this information from drivers' smartphones instantaneously and automatically, making it easy to dispatch the nearest driver. Software platforms thus offer a major improvement in the dispatch task, improving both speed and accuracy.
In addition, most software platforms collect and process information to better assess the staff and systems that provide service. In short-term property rentals, customers evaluate properties and submit information to inform future customers. In transportation platforms, passengers evaluate driver courtesy and vehicle condition-serving both to collect information for platform operators and to deter opportunistic driver behavior. Notably, these methods collect information that is otherwise difficult to observe both because it is decentralized (in numerous geographic locations) and because service providers have every incentive to conceal low-quality activities. In contrast, platforms can easily ask customers about the experiences they just completed, and collect information about most or all transactions rather than the few checked by a random inspection. With this information, platforms can eliminate low-quality service providers and target others for remediation. forthcoming -Stanford Technology Law Review effort to ban passengers by sight, an approach bound to make both false-positive and falsenegative errors.
By all indications, reputation systems are serving the intended purpose. Passengers widely report a higher level of courtesy from Uber drivers than from taxicabs, 19 an outcome which is probably not surprising in light of available incentives and remedies. A passenger dissatisfied with a taxi driver could attempt to note the medallion number or license plate number, then try to lodge a complaint with a fleet owner or local regulator-but most passengers anticipate (we sense correctly) that such complaints usually have limited effect. Submitting a negative assessment to Uber is both easier and, it seems, significantly more likely to yield a response.
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Along the way, software platforms potentially increase accountability by blocking certain opportunistic behavior. For example, some taxi drivers report that telephone dispatchers direct preferred rides to drivers who pay bribes. 21 While a transportation platform could similarly favor some drivers over others, analogous to some web sites claiming favored treatment from Google, any such efforts would be embodied in algorithms potentially more readily subject to discovery and dispute resolution.
Pricing efficiencies
With real-time information about market conditions and with easy communication between all parties, software platforms can adjust prices as circumstances warrant. In transportation, pricing efficiencies come from both supply and demand responses. In times of high demand, higher prices motivate drivers to postpone other activities and join the platform. Meanwhile, higher prices simultaneously motivate passengers to defer low-value trips. 22 In the context of transportation platforms, so-called "surge pricing" 24 has proven controversial.
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Certainly some passengers may be surprised by a price change, particularly if they were not previously warned about the prospect of adjustments or if they did not expect an adjustment at that time and place. In principle, a user interface might allow a customer to "accept" a surge price by accident, e.g., by tapping quickly, without noticing an on-screen mention of higher prices, but the efficiencies of adjustable prices appear to vastly outweigh the harms from accidents when some users accept a price unknowingly. 26 In any event, consumers should become more familiar with price adjustments as they gain experience with transportation platforms. In other contexts, including short-term accommodations and, to be sure air travel and myriad longstanding markets, 27 consumers correctly anticipate that prices fluctuate, sometimes significantly, and in the long run such fluctuations are rarely the source of surprise.
A related concern comes from the consumers who might have anticipated (or at least hoped for) the occasional "good luck" of getting a vehicle at a normal price during times of peak demand, an outcome that will not occur under surge pricing. While we credit their disappointment, their losses are more than offset by gains to others and perhaps by the lower prices they enjoy at offpeak times. On the whole we credit price adjustments as increasing efficiency despite some surprises or disappointments along the way.
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B.
Availability to incumbents
The efficiencies brought by software platforms are generally available to incumbents, which can embrace broadly comparable platforms. In most sectors, dynamic pricing is broadly possible. Certainly hotels and airlines have been unabashed in altering price by day, advance purchase, and other factors. 33 Restaurants similarly implement prices at different times of day and, for some locations, by day of week or even ad hoc adjustments on a chalkboard or signboard. In a printed booklet of short-term rentals, prices can vary by season. In all these environments, limits to dynamic pricing come primarily from information availability, mechanisms to alert customers to changed prices, and limited complexity permitted in low-tech environments such as paper catalogs. As incumbents move to electronic contracting environments, they can typically adjust prices just as readily as the newest software platforms.
Dynamic pricing is more difficult in the transportation sector, in part due to regulation seemingly motivated by information availability, the contracting environment, and the risk of opportunistic though to be sure regulations largely disallow this approach for curbside hails, for the reasons noted in this paragraph, among others.
In addition, there is usually no restriction preventing "multi-homing" by either suppliers or consumers. 35 As a result, a given vehicle could accept requests both via a software platform and via longstanding mechanisms such as telephone dispatchers. Similarly, some hotels even list rooms on Airbnb. 36 Thus, if an incumbent wants to embrace the efficiencies of software platforms but for whatever reason cannot provide its own software (perhaps due to lack of technical capability, insufficient scale, or limited marketing prowess to alert customers to its service), it generally can use the software platforms discussed in this paper. Of course an incumbent using this strategy would then become subject to the rules of those platforms, including as to prices and fees as well as potential restrictions on future direct bookings. Similarly, nothing prevents a consumer from buying products and services from incumbents as well as new software platforms, or from multiple software platforms.
To date, the growth of software platforms seems to trigger few competition law concerns, and even where certain software platforms have come to dominate their respective sectors, we see little sign of market structure that would prevent entry or prevent incumbents from providing similar services in the ways they see fit. In many high-tech markets, a single firm enjoys a temporary or enduring monopoly, often grounded in technical compatibility, switching costs, or contractual restrictions. 37 Such barriers are not apparent in the markets discussed in this paper.
Indeed, there are dozens of "Uber clones" competing vigorously in many markets, particularly in 34 Asia. 38 One might also imagine barriers resulting from scale-that a new transportation platform would struggle to match Uber's number of vehicles (hence reducing dispatch efficiency and increasing customer wait times), or a new short-term booking platform would struggle to match Airbnb's breadth of choices. In principle this could impede entry, though we doubt that this alone would support a competition case.
C. Notable limits
Despite the significant efficiencies resulting from software platforms, we note limits to these businesses. In some respects incumbents may simply be more efficient. A single hotel front-desk clerk can provide check-in service for hundreds of units, whereas many Airbnb hosts struggle to provide keys to guests. The inconvenience of storing and securing a host's personal effects is similarly eliminated in the hotel model (where the room contains only property for the guest's use), and hotel staff can typically inspect for damage more readily than a distant Airbnb host. Perhaps Airbnb and hosts will devise further mechanisms to match these efficiencies or to eliminate the problems. For example, for a time RelayRides installed devices facilitating keyless entry to car-owners' vehicles, letting car owners offer access to their vehicles without needing to meet a renter in person. Airbnb hosts could surely install similar technology, and modern buildings often use electronic access-control systems rather than mechanical locks, making remote admission increasingly feasible. One might even imagine a wheeled robot inspecting a property for damage upon departure. Notably, RelayRides abandoned its remote-entry devices, finding the equipment cost too expensive relative to usage.
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Uber faces similar limits. At present, an Uber vehicle cannot pick up a passenger who is on the street waiving his hand-both because the prevailing legal environment does not allow it (allowing only licensed taxis to pick up roadside "hails") and because Uber's systems do not support this workflow. Furthermore, an Uber passenger needs a smartphone and data plan-to date, a poor fit for international travelers facing high roaming charges. That said, neither of these limitations appears to be significant at present. It is not clear that roadside hails would fit Uber's business model, and Uber seems to have plenty of other opportunities to expand. Meanwhile, roaming costs are decreasing on the whole, and transportation apps consume modest amounts of data.
D. The promise of these efficiencies
We are struck by the breadth of these efficiencies and their potential importance for both service providers and users. They promise better utilization of limited resources and overall benefits that forthcoming -Stanford Technology Law Review easily exceed the harms to certain groups. Sensible policy should thus allow software platforms to operate legally and to provide these benefits. As will be seen in subsequent sections, the key challenge is facilitating this market entry and obtaining these efficiencies while ensuring that entrants compete fairly with existing providers and implement the protections necessary to prevent market failures.
III. Proper scope for regulatory intervention
Despite the efficiencies and benefits enumerated in Section II, critics-including incumbent firms as well as skeptical consumers and some others-have raised a variety of concerns from safety to tax to the rights of third parties. Some allegations have gained traction and create the very real possibility that certain software platforms may not be allowed to operate in some jurisdictions. For example, Uber has been banned in in at least ten countries, has suspended operations in three others (including six US cities), 40 and in at least one country, has faced criminal prosecution of its senior managers.
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In this section, we offer a mixed assessment. On one hand, we are skeptical of regulatory restrictions that are not needed to protect market failures or achieve important genuine policy objectives; it seems some such regulations apply in various jurisdictions, and these should be eliminated as they have no valid purpose. On the other hand, software platforms should not be above the law, and we explore regulatory interventions that may be appropriate and indeed necessary to correct market failures and achieve legitimate policy objectives.
A. Ending "protectionist" regulation
It is well-known that regulatory schemes sometimes benefit the regulated firms rather than consumers or the public as a whole. 42 For one, regulators may become closely linked to the firms they regulate, often through extended discussions, career trajectories, or a desire to maintain the status quo. Furthermore, companies subject to regulation have a strong incentive to attempt to influence applicable regulations which, if favorable, could increase their profits substantially. In contrast, few or no individual members of the public have much to gain from attempting to influence regulation of any given sector, as even a large improvement in that sector would yield small benefits to an individual consumer. We use the term "protectionist" regulation to encompass these regulations whose primary purpose is to protect "incumbents" at the expense of new entrants. 
forthcoming -Stanford Technology Law Review
Consumer experience seems to confirm the possibility of regulatory capture. For example, customers often struggle to understand why the number of taxis is limited to a fixed quantity creating shortages at peak times. 43 In contrast, incumbent taxis clearly benefit from this scheme, as it allows higher prices for those drivers who have the required licenses, as well as higher prices when licenses are sold on the secondary market.
The effects of licensing are similarly mixed. A licensing scheme may be an effective means to impose minimum quality standards that protect consumers from low-quality service providers. However, licensing also invites license-holders to pressure public authorities to exclude new entrants from the market, as such market entry would create new competition and reduce the value of their licenses.
In some instances, regulation seems to be designed to block the development of software platforms (or other new entrants) in order to protect incumbents. For instance, in France, Uber's growth brought demonstrations and violence, and in an October 2014 response, the French Parliament passed the so-called Loi Thévenoud. This law imposed a series of regulations that do not seem to be justified by genuine consumer protection concerns. For one, Loi Thévenoud prohibits so-called "transport vehicles with drivers" (a category intended to cover transportation platforms including Uber) from being geo-localized by users before reservation, for instance through the use of a smartphone. 44 The law also requires each covered driver to return to his base between rides if he does not have a reservation booked when dropping off a passengerpreventing drivers from traveling to areas where they anticipate customer demand. Finally, the law requires informing a passenger of the price of a ride when the passenger makes a reservation, which is incompatible with typical transportation platform pricing and with the flexibility software platforms anticipate. 45 These requirements seem to do little to protect users from market failures. For example, passengers are helped, not harmed, when drivers move towards areas of high demand. But these rules deprive users of some key efficiencies provided by transportation platforms.
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For instance, the medallion system that prevails in New York results from the 1937 Haas Ordinance, which limited the number of taxis to roughly 16,900. The rationale of limiting the number of licenses was that too many cabs chased too few passengers during the Depression years. The number of medallions total dwindled to 11,787 in the years that followed, as some license owners failed to renew their licenses, then stayed constant until the mid-1990s where it grew to 13, Uber challenged these provisions before the French Constitutional Court, which confirmed the constitutionality of the first two provisions described above. However, the Court struck down the requirement that drivers inform clients of the price of the ride when they make the reservation, thereby allowing transportation platforms to charge based on time and distance, just as taxis do. While some regulation may not be specifically intended to block software platforms, they may have the same effect. For instance, the Washington Administrative Code requires that for-hire vehicles be prearranged at least fifteen minutes before a passenger is scheduled to be picked up. 46 Perhaps this helps to distinguish prearranged transportation from street hails, but it notably impedes efforts to dispatch drivers to passengers on short notice. However, such restrictions appear to be limited and indeed shrinking. For example, the California Public Utilities Commission considered and rejected this approach, agreeing that a ride is prearranged no matter how brief the period between a passenger's request and the vehicle's arrival. 47 Wise policy should ensure that the activities of software platforms are not prohibited or made unnecessarily difficult by restrictions which have little purpose beyond protecting incumbents. Such impediments would block the efficiencies described in the preceding section. Furthermore, it seems that consumers are likely to continue to use these platforms whether or not they are technically unlawful. Such large-scale rule-breaking undermines respect for the law and impedes dispute resolution when the inevitable problems occur.
Of course removing such restrictions will often prove difficult. Incumbents seek to maintain and even expand them, pointing out the distortions resulting from asymmetric regulation that burdens incumbents more heavily. One possible strategy is to lessen the overall regulatory scheme, for both incumbents and entrants, e.g., by waiving or rescinding certain requirements for both groups. Still, any such changes are likely to call for consensus on the purpose and effect of each requirement. On controversial topics such as insurance, safety, and zoning, such consensus may be difficult to reach.
Whatever the difficulty of revisiting applicable regulation, the task appears to be compulsory. Innovation is ongoing, and the industries we discuss in this paper are bound to face further changes. For instance, the impending arrival of driverless cars will clash with regulations adopted decades earlier, imposing restrictions that make no sense when vehicles are driven by machines rather than humans. 48 Regulation ought not impede the launch of these and other valuable services, which offer large efficiencies and other benefits to consumers and others, so updates are unavoidable.
Despite the risk of regulatory capture and significant evidence supporting that interpretation of some regulations, we note that regulatory schemes are often more nuanced. provide universal transportation service at all times of day, in all regions, even to passengers with limited mobility. Each of these aspirations entails service that might not be commercially viable on a standalone basis. To make the bundle of service viable for fleet operators and drivers, policy may grant benefits on a portion of service (e.g., supra-competitive prices for desirable, easy customers) while other customers are served at a loss (e.g., wheelchair-capable vehicles and service to outlying areas). This may or may not be wise policy-there might be other ways to assure comprehensive service, and when regulations keep costs off a government's budget, it may be difficult to see the true cost of providing universal service (potentially impeding political decisions about the costs and benefits).
However, the mere existence of regulatory benefits, providing certain rewards to service providers in certain circumstances, does not in itself imply regulatory capture. Even when benefits are entirely placed on one side of a market, e.g. impeding entry, the benefits may sometimes be better understood as a political balance rather than regulatory capture. For example, medallion systems were initially designed to protect both drivers and the public from excessive drivers pushing prices to an unreasonably low level. 49 Of course the subsequent effect of a medallion system or similar scheme may actually be to enrich those who later come to own medallions, not to help drivers. 50 But at least at the start of the regulatory scheme, drivers are likely to benefit, and it would be mistaken to indict all such regulations as pure protectionism.
B. Addressing market failures
The first and most convincing reason for regulatory intervention is the prospect of market failure-some set of interactions and relationships that prevent market transactions from adequately serving the interests of everyone concerned. 51
Externalities
An important set of legal interventions seeks to address circumstances in which companies impact noncustomers and the public at large. 52 Noncustomers systematically lack contractual relationships with software platforms or service providers, and thus cannot rely on contracts to shape platforms' behavior. Furthermore, as noncustomers, they also cannot invoke market incentives (such as withholding their patronage) to shape platforms' behavior. For example, a pedestrian concerned about an uninsured or underinsured Uber driver cannot take his business elsewhere; a pedestrian faces the same risk from Uber even if he never uses Uber at all. Similarly, if an Airbnb host is willing to provide an apartment and a guest wants to stay there, Airbnb would not ordinarily need to consider any incidental impact on neighbors. Addressing these externalities requires a mechanism for noncustomers to influence software platforms.
a) Externalities in transportation platforms
In the context of transportation platforms, a first set of externalities arises from the prospect of unsafe drivers or unsafe vehicles. In general, transportation platforms check that each driver has a valid driver's license, but they do not require that a license carry a commercial endorsement, nor do they require the special permits or training ordinarily required of commercial drivers. These omissions create possible safety concerns. One might imagine, for example, that commercial driver training increases safety, perhaps by alerting drivers to risks of which they would otherwise be unaware, or by advising them of precautions they might not otherwise follow. Similarly, one might imagine that periodic inspections of commercial vehicles would uncover problems that drivers and passengers might overlook. While these effects are intuitive, we know of no attempts to confirm their existence or their size.
In principle, insurance rates and experience from other types of drivers could offer insight on the relative risk of transportation platform drivers. But there too, data is imperfect. Most insurance is priced on a periodic basis, e.g., per year, whereas the externalities of transportation safety are more logically assessed relative to distance, e.g., accidents per million miles driven. Commercial drivers face higher insurance rates per period, 53 but that seems to result in large part from greater distance traveled 54 and from more people in the vehicle (hence greater scope for injuries in an accident). For instance, a study of New York City taxi drivers found their accident rates to be significantly lower than noncommercial drivers, on a per-mile basis, 55 a difference attributed to experience as well as the additional precaution created by the prospect of accidents forcing a driver to find other employment. 56 Newfound and part-time transportation platform drivers typically lack the heightened experience of taxi drivers, but crashing a personal vehicle would often yield personal losses, especially given the prospect of various insurance gaps. Ultimately, the accident frequency is an empirical question calling for measurement. It is an empirical question whether additional precautions for commercial drivers yield benefits larger than their costs. The precautions entail various costs (such as time and tuition for classes, and vehicles removed from service for inspection), and there is little apparent measurement of their benefits. If benefits are only a bit larger than costs, the investment may be best focused on those with substantial commercial driving, perhaps eschewing the investment for those who drive commercially only briefly or intermittently. But with the costs incurred entirely by transportation platforms and drivers, and the benefits accruing to the general public, this is a classic externality.
A second set of externality concerns arises from the prospect of uninsured or underinsured drivers. In every US state except New Hampshire and in most countries, all drivers are required to have a basic level of liability insurance to cover harm they may cause, both in injuring others and in damaging property. 61 Although transportation platforms provide certain insurance, in many jurisdictions there have been widespread "insurance gaps" in which drivers were covered neither by personal insurance nor by transportation platforms. Best known is the so-called Period 1 in which a transportation platform driver is hoping for a passenger but does not yet have a specific request. (The nomenclature continues: In Period 2, a driver is en route to a specific passenger, and in Period 3 period a passenger is aboard.) If a driver causes harm during Period 1, the driver's personal insurance would typically deny coverage, arguing that the journey was for the commercial purpose of providing commercial services beyond the scope of standard noncommercial insurance.
Several factors compound the seriousness of the Period 1 insurance gap. First, Period 1 appears to cover a significant proportion of driving. For vehicles to be available promptly upon a passenger's request, there must be vacant vehicles in the platform; if every vehicle were occupied substantially all the time, waits would be unacceptable. Indeed, at the busiest time of day on the busiest day of the week, 30% of New York City taxis are vacant. 64 Even if transportation platforms' improved dispatch systems reduce vacancies dramatically, substantial unoccupied vehicles would remain, and indeed vacancies are necessary to promptly satisfy passenger requests. Second, driving during Period 1 is likely to be especially haphazard. During Period 1, a driver must respond to on-screen passenger requests, and Uber provides just fifteen seconds for a driver to do so (too little time to pull off the road or wait for a red light). 65 Other aspects of transportation platforms may compound distraction: Drivers in Period 1 have an incentive to check their phones for the location and amounts of surge pricing, reducing their attention to road conditions.
Insurance gaps cause at least two types of externalities. First, harmed parties may be unable to recover their losses from transportation platforms, drivers, or drivers' noncommercial insurance coverage. Drivers and transportation platforms will not consider these unrecoverable losses when assessing their activity and precautions. Second, transportation platforms historically encouraged 62 drivers to file Period 1 claims on personal insurance. Such claims increase insurance premiums for all other drivers, as premiums are calculated from average loss rates inflated by the extra driving of transportation platform drivers. 66 Both these circumstances are externalities that harm nonparties, including drivers with no affiliation with Uber as well as pedestrians and bystanders.
A natural response to the "insurance gap" is to require that the gap be closed-assuring that all drivers be properly insured at all times, with no gaps in coverage likely to yield disputes or uncovered driving; and unambiguously disallowing transportation platform drivers from filing claims on noncommercial insurance. Indeed, in some countries (including at least Australia, India, and Singapore), Uber has long required that drivers obtain commercial insurance. Furthermore, during 2014 and 2015, several states passed legislation specifically disallowing noncommercial insurance plans from paying any claims resulting from transportation platform activity. 67 In response, in July 2015, both Uber and Lyft changed their policies to cover California drivers' liability claims during Period 1. 68 The gap, in short, appears to have resulted from transportation platforms' policies-but was readily closed, in California, when regulation so required. In our view, this is a successful policy intervention-straightforward regulation preventing a clear externality, and doing so at modest cost with no apparent side effects.
b) Externalities in short-term rentals
In the context of short-term rentals, the clearest externalities come from changes to a neighborhood. Neighbors sometimes complain about Airbnb tenants, and it is plausible that Airbnb tenants create negative externalities such as being lost and asking for assistance, consuming rivalrous public resources (such as parking spaces), failing to care for shared resources, and generally perceiving that they are unaccountable for their actions because they are not staying in the community.
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In condominium associations and apartment buildings, considerable private self-ordering appears to be possible: an association or building manager can set rules to limit short-term tenants. In freestanding dwellings or other contexts without a private authority, self-ordering may be infeasible, effectively requiring opponents of short-term rentals to seek government assistance, most often through zoning or in principle through private litigation. On this subject we have mixed views. On one hand, the negative externalities seem modest-perhaps a bit of extra traffic or strangers walking by. These intrusions primarily affect public spaces where an aggrieved neighbor has a limited interest, and separation between freestanding homes reduces these externalities in most circumstances. Furthermore, there may be offsetting positive externalities, e.g., visitors patronizing local establishments which expand local amenities. Meanwhile, a prohibition on occasional short-term rentals would be in tension with a notion of personal autonomy that includes the freedom to resell valuable housing, at least on a limited basis incidental to a primary occupant's substantial use. That said, conditions vary across regions, and in some places Airbnb's effects on neighbors may be more acute. Consider neighborhoods where street parking is limited and where Airbnb guests often consume parking spacesinconveniencing neighbors and providing little offsetting benefit.
A separate externality from short-term rentals is the risk of removing housing inventory from long-term markets. This claim is particularly common in San Francisco, 71 where critics allege that Airbnb exacerbates a shortage of rental housing and increases rents even further. Economic theory suggests a host or property owner should compare Airbnb rental revenue to rent from a long-term tenant. But there might be secondary effects such as changing neighborhood characteristics, reducing affordable housing, or otherwise causing harms not considered in the property owner's decision.
Our sense is that there may be circumstances in which regulatory intervention is needed to address the externalities created by short-term rentals. The need for such intervention may depend on the geographic location (e.g., cities versus rural areas) and the type of property (multi- family dwellings versus freestanding houses). In some jurisdictions, discussions seem to reflect this level of nuance, though to be sure in others, the focus has been more on black-letter law rather than the principles that motivate those requirements.
Information asymmetries
Information asymmetries provide a separate basis for regulatory intervention. 72 In the context of software platforms, there are potential asymmetries in both directions among all groupsplatforms, consumers, and service providers-but in practice the largest problems tend to result from information unavailable to consumers or service providers. Consider a consumer who does not know what safety risks are associated with Uber service or an Airbnb property. A minimum level of precautions or protections might then increase consumer welfare, such as by requiring all drivers to have a certain level of training or all properties to install certain fire-suppression equipment.
In general, regulatory schemes have set minimum service requirements when there is no other apparent mechanism to assure quality. For example, taxi regulations often require that every vehicle have climate control 73 or a certain maximum mileage. 74 Some cities approve only specific vehicle models as permissible for taxi services. 75 This approach reduces uncertainty for consumers, but it carries costs as the regulations might be poorly matched to customer requirements. Indeed, some customers may happily accept an older or less comfortable vehicle in exchange for a lower price-but regulations may remain in place long after customer needs have changed. Without an explicit price on each requirement, regulators and consumers may not see the true costs of the rules.
In contrast, software platforms largely attempt to assure quality through reputation systems. For example, a deficient vehicle is likely to be rated poorly and removed from the platform or brought to the platform administrator's attention. Similarly, Airbnb guests review hosts, alerting others to potential deficits. This approach tends to be more flexible: If a given attribute is irrelevant, service providers may recognize it as such without suffering in ratings-making ratings more responsive to actual customer needs.
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On the general problems associated with information asymmetries, see George A. One key question is how well ratings actually work. By all indications, customers hesitate to provide negative ratings, and Uber itself has indicated that in San Francisco, only 1% of Uber drivers received one or two stars-a statistic which Uber ascribed to the high quality of rides.
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But in fact Uber's system discourages anything less than five stars, as consumers recognize the significant penalties that a low rating can inflict. 77 Moreover, when ratings are optional, they may be unrepresentative: Airbnb's analysis indicates that non-reviewers tend to have worse experiences than customers who submit reviews. 78 Some users seem to fear retaliation through a review platform; at Airbnb, that was indeed possible for a time under historic rules, 79 though it is no longer possible under most platforms' current rules. Finally, consumers seem to find it unpleasant or otherwise costly to leave a negative rating, perhaps reflecting that hosts may know them and may be able to retaliate outside the platform (not unrealistic given the interaction between customers and software platform service providers who often learn a customer's name, home address, and more). Truthful negative information is a public good, available to all, but with no direct benefit to a contributor. These problems somewhat call into question the efficacy of rating systems.
Nonetheless, on the whole we sense rating systems are probably more effective than a quality minimum with purported centralized enforcement. If a taxi driver is rude, a passenger is unlikely to complain to a responsible regulator, not to mention achieve any follow-up or remediation. , http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2554500 (authors observing that based on their analysis of ratings they collected for over 600,000 properties listed on Airbnb worldwide, nearly 95% of Airbnb properties boast an average user-generated rating of either 4.5 or 5 stars (the maximum) with virtually none have less than a 3.5 star rating). regulators sought to impose on transportation platforms the requirements that vehicles be of certain makes, mileages, or ages, even where such rules plainly apply to taxis.
Yet we are struck by the divergence between requirements of standard commercial service providers and software platforms. Where a hotel must install automatic fire suppression systems such as sprinklers, 81 most private homes lack this equipment, as do many apartments. Where a hotel must install nonflammable bedding, 82 Airbnb hosts need not. Airbnb profile pages now post certain information about hosts' fire safety arrangements, giving guests information about protections in that area, but page layout makes it easy to overlook this information. As customers and platforms learn more about possible problems, platforms can share this information with prospective customers, as on Airbnb's increasingly-detailed reporting of each property's safety features. But on the whole, information remains limited, and even with increasing disclosures some customers might be better served by strong regulatory requirements rather than lengthy disclosures.
Software platforms' rating systems are likely to be effective in ensuring quality of service as to dimensions noticed by typical consumers. For example, a rude or dangerous driver is likely to be removed from a transportation platform, and a dreadful property removed from Airbnb. However, rating systems may be ineffective in protecting users against problems they cannot or do not see. For example, if a vehicle's brakes are in poor condition, they might nonetheless suffice during routine driving for numerous passengers-only to fail when most needed. Similarly, a residence's poorly-maintained heating system might suffice when temperature is mild, but could poison occupants by leaking toxic gas on a day needing substantial heat. In these cases, early consumers' experiences provide insufficient information to assess the likelihood of subsequent problems. Regulation can usefully set minimum standards to protect consumers who fail to recognize potential problems and to protect against problems prior consumers could not notice.
Cognitive biases
Even when users have access to relevant information, their assessment of risk may be impaired by cognitive biases which may lead them to make irrational decisions. 83 Cognitive biases may result from a variety of factors including ignoring relevant information, relying on irrelevant information, or giving excessive weight to an unimportant but salient feature of a problem. As a result of these biases, users may be pre-occupied by possibilities that, although catastrophic, are exceptionally unlikely (e.g., being murdered by a serial-killer driver), while users may ignore or underweight risks that are more frequent (such as injuries from unsafe driving). Similar concerns may arise in the short-term rental sector where the guests may focus their attention on problems that are salient (perhaps trying to avoid certain neighborhoods believed to have a high crime rate), while ignoring risks that are concealed (such as fire exits and heating and cooking systems).
Regulatory intervention may be desirable in such cases as users or service providers may be unable to properly assess the risks and may thus fail to take appropriate precautions. Many longstanding transportation requirements address aspects of safety that customers would struggle to assess even after a ride-for example, requiring vehicle inspection with heightened frequency or rigor. In the context of short-term lodging, regulations typically require that property owners acquire a permit verifying that a unit meets heightened requirements for short-term housing 84 such as extra exits, 85 sprinklers, 86 fire-resistant textiles, 87 and the like, as well as other safety precautions such as a deadbolt on each door, to protect a customer from an outside intruder.
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Most consumers would struggle to assess the probability of benefiting from any of these protections. Given their lifesaving potential, it is difficult to rule out the possibility that these benefits are on net highly desirable, yet the cognitive biases literature suggests consumers are likely to underweight these benefits and forego them for small savings.
Providing full service including to disfavored groups
Most regulatory regimes require full service to disfavored groups, including racial minorities, low-income users, and low-income regions. Software platforms tend to circumvent these requirements, either through decentralized decision-making that favors individual preferences over government mandates, or through software implementations that otherwise do not require compliance.
A first challenge is ensuring service is available for all origins within a service region. Taxis and software platforms take notably different approaches to this task, yielding different problems. If a passenger is in a neighborhood with few taxis available on the street, most regulatory schemes require a dispatcher to send a taxi at the passenger's request. This is not necessarily a panacea:
The vehicle may arrive after considerable delay or not at all. Furthermore, a driver seeing another customer along the way may have little incentive to continue to the location specified by telephone. In addition, drivers may be particularly hesitant to proceed to the dispatched location 84 See, e.g., Portland Zoning Code § 33.207 (2015 Id. at § 4601.
forthcoming -Stanford Technology Law Review if they anticipate that the passenger will already have found another option or given up. But at least it is a legal entitlement, giving the passenger grounds for complaint if service falls short. In contrast, transportation platforms typically do not assure that vehicles are available in any particular area. If a passenger opens the Uber app and is told no cars are available in his area, Uber's current systems give the passenger no way to submit a special request, wait, or even complain to get a car. We note, however, that transportation platforms could adjust this approach. For example, if local regulations so required, a transportation platform could always stand willing to dispatch the nearest vehicle, however distant, in order to be able to serve every part of a region. Furthermore, a recent audit study (albeit funded by Uber) found that Uber vehicles arrived more quickly than taxis even in low-income neighborhoods.
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A second challenge is ensuring that a driver transports a passenger to any destination the passenger specifies. Here, transportation platforms seem to have a significant advantage over taxis as electronic communication systems make it easy to reveal information in the desired sequence. As currently structured, first a passenger requests a ride; then driver accepts and begins to proceed to the passenger's location; and only after the driver accepts a request (typically through the app, or alternatively orally) does the driver learn the passenger's destination. 90 A driver might seek to reject the passenger's destination, but he would need some reason to do so-and pretextual reasons would typically be revealed as such, particularly given transportation platforms' expectation that substantially all rides will come to fruition. In contrast, a roadside hail makes it easy for a taxi driver to reject a request to a disfavored destination. A passenger complaining to a fleet owner or regulator could quote a driver's medallion number or license plate number, but there would be no written evidence to inform an investigation, giving drivers effective impunity to proceed as they wish.
Transportation platforms raise additional questions in the need to serve passengers with disabilities. In most cities, fleet operators are required to provide a proportion of vehicles that can accommodate wheelchairs. The costs of these accommodations are typically spread across all customers. For example, in New York City, a $0.30 surcharge on each taxi ride is intended to pay for the additional costs of 7,500 wheelchair-accessible vehicles by 2020. 91 In other cities, there may be no explicit surcharge, but fare adjustment discussions reflect the higher costs from 89 accessible vehicles. 92 In contrast, transportation platforms typically use drivers whose vehicles cannot accommodate wheelchairs.
Broadly similar questions arise in the context of short-term accommodations. Hotels are usually required to provide a certain proportion of wheelchair-accessible rooms 93 as well as other services for customers with disabilities. 94 By all indications these rooms are somewhat less profitable than others-hotels seem to build the minimum required, and where these facilities are not required, hotels may not provide them at all. Thus it is little surprise that Airbnb has few wheelchair-accessible properties. 95 Indeed, nothing guarantees that Airbnb will provide them at all, as short of any regulatory obligation, Airbnb and its hosts have no incentive to do so.
For each of these requirements, the fundamental question is whether software platforms should be subject to affirmative obligations to serve all customers (such as transportation from all origins to all destinations, or accommodating customers with disabilities), requirements which for brevity we refer to as "universal service."
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We see two distinct ways to assure universal service in the context of software platforms. First, regulation could require software platforms to provide their fair share of universal service, probably at the same proportion required of incumbents. This would end the price distortion between software platforms and incumbents, and it would assure full accessibility of software platforms to all interested customers. One notable challenge is implementing proportional requirements within the architecture of software platforms. If a fleet owner owns 20 taxis, it is easy to require that one be wheelchair-accessible; but a typical Uber driver drives only a single car, and a typical Airbnb host owns a single property, both indivisible. One might instead mandate that the software platform in some way achieve the specified proportion of accessibility, probably by incentive payments to providers. In fact, transportation platforms already offer bonuses of $500 or more to new drivers, so large bonuses for wheelchair-accessible vehicles are This term matches longstanding obligations that utilities provide service at reasonable price and quality, throughout a given territory. While largely similar requirements sometimes apply in transportation, geographic coverage is unusual in the hotel sector, as hotels are typically free to decide where to operate, and at what price. Nevertheless, hotels are subject to other service requirements, notably including facilities to accommodate people with disabilities.
not out of the question. 97 Transportation platforms would spread the resulting costs across all customers, just as incumbent taxis and hotels spread their accessibility costs.
Alternatively, it might be equally viable for public authorities to designate a universal service provider and, to the extent needed, compensate that operator for the costs of providing that service. The costs of universal service can then either be funded through special taxes on the sector concerned or general taxation. "Paratransit" operators already assist customers with disabilities in many North American cities, and this might be a natural expansion for those operators. 98 We anticipate that some would find this approach less promising as it entails greater government intervention and seems less likely to capture technological advances and resulting efficiencies. But it might be necessary if software platforms prove incapable of accommodating customers with special needs.
Failing such an intervention, we note the distortions of asymmetric regulation. For example, a passenger who takes a New York City taxi pays a wheelchair surcharge on every ride, while a passenger who chooses a transportation platform for the same ride pays no such surcharge. As some passengers shift to transportation platforms, that leaves fewer to pay costs of wheelchairsand if fixed wheelchair expenses then have to be spread across fewer taxis and fewer rides, there may even be pressure to increase the surcharge to achieve the required revenue. Notably, this regulatory environment could allow transportation platforms to take market share from taxis not because they are genuinely preferable or have a genuine cost advantage, but because they allow passengers to circumvent regulatory requirements that benefit others.
Moreover, economic incentives seem to discourage platforms and their service providers from accommodating disfavored groups. Suppose the cost of an accessible unit is 20% above the cost of a standard unit (due to wider doors and hallways implying a larger space, special fixtures, design consultants, and the like). When a wheelchair customer books a hotel, this cost is averaged across all guests at the hotel, making the wheelchair customer's share virtually zero. In contrast, at Airbnb the wheelchair user would pay the entire cost of the additional space and fixtures. If that cost exceeds Airbnb's cost advantage over the hotel, the wheelchair customer will rationally choose to use a hotel instead. So too for an Uber driver who would receive no additional compensation for buying a special (and more expensive) wheelchair-capable vehicle. Facing these incentives, hosts and guests have every reason to eschew costly efforts to accommodate customers with special needs. A final set of universal service concerns arise from the prospect of discrimination. By law, U.S. hotels cannot discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, or national origin. 99 Hotel business processes embody this requirement by accepting customer reservations without regard to those factors. But software platforms decentralize decisions about a prospective guest's eligibility for accommodation-letting individual hosts screen individual guests in a way that has been shown to correlate with guest race. 100 Whatever the benefits of a host seeing a guest's name and photo, we wonder whether photos are necessary in light of the risk of discrimination. Airbnb already advises a host that a prospective guest has a certain reputation from prior stays, with certain level verification of phone number, address, social network identity, and the like. With this information, there may be little benefit from adding the guest's name and photo. Here too, we note that the electronic contracting environment can do much to fix longstanding problems: Some African Americans report great difficulty hailing cabs, whereas some report greater success with transportation platforms. 101 But even this is not guaranteed; if a transportation platform made a passenger's race salient (through name and face), it might facilitate the same discrimination passengers previously faced offline.
C. Raising revenue
Governments must raise revenue for required public functions. Among governments' revenueraising strategies are taxes on most goods and services, and it is difficult to see a principled basis why transactions facilitated by a software platform (such as short-term accommodations and transportation) should be exempt. Yet decentralization of software platforms makes it easy to circumvent these obligations: If a software platform does not collect the tax itself and does not in some way compel its participants to pay, the tax is likely to go unpaid, and it will typically be infeasible for tax authorities to identify those who are required to pay. Circumventing the need for such permits, transportation platforms thus withhold the corresponding revenue from cities. A notch closer to traditional taxes, some municipalities collect fees on each ride, as in the New York City $0.50 tax per trip for all trips originating in New York City. 108 The parties to a software platform-mediated transaction have every reason to applaud circumvention of governmental revenue-raising as they are willing buyers and sellers, with no particular incentive to pay tax. Yet there may be distinctive reasons to tax these sectors. First, transportation services appear to cause a negative externality through congestion. Each vehicle on the road slows the progress of others, and commercial vehicles are likely to distinctively frequent the congested city centers where this effect is largest. Congestion is a natural basis for taxation and an instance in which tax can, in principle, be particularly efficient as it both raises required government revenue and also reduces a negative externality. We note the limits to this argument. Taxing transportation platforms could reduce their operation and cause consumers to substitute downwards into mass transit, but these taxes could also cause consumers to retain private vehicles rather than switch to transportation platforms, probably increasing distance traveled and congestion. So far as we know, no empirical research compares these effects.
In addition, both short-term accommodations and transportation platforms face taxes that resonate with a fee-for-service model of taxation. Taxing short-term accommodations lets cities collect revenue from tourists who consume local amenities that are publicly financed. Similarly, transportation platform vehicles use shared roadways, and fuel tax covers only a portion of roadway construction and maintenance costs, 109 additional charges help to cover the service used. Whatever one thinks of this rationale for tax, it is hard to see why software platforms alone should be exempt.
D.
The feasibility of regulating software platforms A possible objection to any regulation of software platforms is that they either cannot be regulated or as a matter of law should not be liable for conduct of others. In our view, neither concern importantly impedes legal interventions that are otherwise appropriate.
Software platforms tend to provide service through electronic interfaces without significant physical facilities. That said, most platforms nonetheless seek to provide some staff in each region where they operate-for example, Uber country managers and city managers who oversee local advertising, recruit drivers, and otherwise implement the company's strategy. example, Uber has argued that it is no more liable for its drivers' conduct than an online travel agent is liable for problems at a hotel it markets. 114 But in practice, applicable laws seem to be broad enough to encompass a software platform's efforts to connect consumers to service providers. For example, the California Public Utilities Commission found that it has jurisdiction to regulate passenger transportation over public roadways even when that service is facilitated through a software platform 115 and that transportation platforms are directly subject to its jurisdiction because they allow consumers to request rides and because they collect funds from customers. 116 Nor has any other applicable regulator declared itself unable to oversee activity mediated by a software platform, and no court has so held.
Finally, we note that software platforms need not be in any important sense "above the law," and in some ways they facilitate implementation and enforcement of the law. With comprehensive electronic records of who did what-for example, every Uber ride and every Airbnb stayplatforms create a virtual roadmap of users' activity. Indeed, platforms' records tend be both granular and well-organized. For example, Uber records about a driver report the number of pickups, total amount earned, starting locations, ending locations, and even rates of speed, facilitating all manner of legal investigations and proceedings. In contrast, offline intermediaries typically receive much less information about the activities of suppliers and customers. The organizer of a "flea market" might know the names of participating sellers, but it would be unlikely to have records-not to mention systematic databases-of who sold what. 117 Platforms similarly offer the promise of greater control. A fleet operator would struggle to limit where drivers pick up passengers, but a software platform can easily declare certain areas off-limitsthen enforce that rule through GPS and software logic. Similarly, software platforms tend to call for electronic transactions which are easily tracked and totaled, in contrast to cash payments which can easily be underreported to avoid tax. On the whole, software platforms are likely more amenable to regulation, not less.
IV. A Way Forward
The time is right to remove arbitrary legal interventions and the requirements they impose on both service providers and software platforms. Removing these requirements will allow service providers and users to benefit from the many efficiencies generated by modern software platforms. This will in turn trigger the development of new and improved services with better quality and convenience at reduced cost. At the same time, regulatory requirements should be maintained (or, indeed, created) when they are necessary to correct market failures or promote important public policy objectives.
Furthermore, if software platforms are de facto exempt from requirements that apply to longstanding providers, market activity will predictably move to the new, unregulated spheremaking the requirements simultaneously irrelevant and ineffective. We are skeptical of any requirement that exists only as black-letter law without political will for enforcement; with only law but no enforcement, complying becomes a sucker's game, and firms naturally react by ignoring unenforced rules.
There is likely to be more disagreement as to the requirements we enumerated in Section IV. For each of these requirements, opponents will find the rule unduly burdensome, impractical or irrelevant, and these critiques may ring true if the requirements are not properly calibrated. The status quo for software platforms may be to ignore these rules, and platforms will likely resist any requirements that limit their options or increase their costs. But if software platforms find that they cannot compete successfully when rules are evenhandedly enforced on all firms, perhaps they should not in fact prevail in the marketplace.
Whereas many complaints about other software platforms have been grounded in dominance of one large firm, 118 to date the platforms here at issue appear to be relatively competitive. Uber may be well-known, but Lyft provides a viable number two in many US cities, and similar services are relatively strong in other countries. In addition, nothing prevents taxi companies from embracing the dispatch and billing technologies that are used by Uber and Lyft, and they have done so in some cities. Similarly, Airbnb faces VRBO and HomeAway, among others. In principle, both consumers and service providers can use multiple services (multi-homing), which suggests that multiple services should remain viable over time. 119 In that case, competition among services may dissipate some of the profits that would otherwise accrue to a dominant platform.
Notably, even the harshest critics of software platforms seem to embrace certain services. When a software platform provides only the efficiencies we describe in Section II, but does not generate the type of negative externalities discussed in Section III, the platform is positioned for adoption with little or no objection. For example, RelayRides lets anyone rent a car when not needed. With insurance properly provided, it is difficult to see who is harmed. Indeed, if these services reduce the number of vehicles and parking spots, it is easy to see how everyone is made better off. Similarly, InstaCart and TaskRabbit let almost anyone provide shopping or miscellaneous services; Kitchensurfing helps dinner party hosts find private chefs; LawnStarter books gardeners; Handybook, home repair; Uship, packers and movers; and the list goes on. These services raise questions about classification of workers as employee versus independent contractor, 120 and about the relationship between worker and booking service (such as disputed opportunity for advancement). 121 But these services present few possible harms to others, and it is appropriate that they have prompted correspondingly few serious critiques.
Disputes are far more likely when a service combines efficiencies with regulatory runaround. Airbnb may be handy-but when it flouts zoning rules and short-term occupancy taxes, detractors are inevitable. Similarly, Uber or Lyft may offer low-cost, polite, and reliable service-but if drivers are underinsured or committing insurance fraud, anyone harmed is likely to cry foul. Notably, when these services take regulatory shortcuts, it is difficult to know whether the services gain traction through genuine excellence and efficiency, or through regulatory arbitrage. A consumer may praise Airbnb and cite its lower prices-but if Airbnb is only 10% cheaper than a hotel room in a city with 15% occupancy taxes that Airbnb does not collect, Airbnb's supposed cost advantage would more than disappear if regulations were applied equally to all. That said, in important respects, both Uber and Airbnb are closing these gaps, including Uber's ending of the insurance gap and Airbnb remitting tax in increasingly many cities. To truly prove their excellence, these services should compete on a level playing field-which means foregoing advantages grounded in ignoring the law.
A final rationale for a level playing field, including equal enforcement of rules no matter a service's architecture, is the ultimate importance of the rule of law in structuring economic relationships. What is a legally-licensed and properly-insured driver to think when an Uberized competitor undercuts his prices by foregoing those precautions and the associated expenses? Will that driver then respect the rule of law when it comes time to pay income tax, to serve on a jury, or to live up to his numerous other duties under law? We have our doubts. Here, the injury occurs both at the hand of the firm that flouts the law, and at the hand of the regulator that allows it. We see ample reason for some laws to be liberalized, or for enforcement to be officially suspended. But if so, let that be done across the board and subject to the proper democratic processes. In contrast, if regulatory inaction creates a de facto exemption for software platforms that ignore longstanding laws, the ultimate victim is the legal system itself.
